TFN Impact Report
Name of your Organisation:

ShareCare

Date of TFN event which you
pitched at?

14/12/17

Name of the project TFN funded:

ShareCare

Were you able to undertake your
project as you outlined in the
application?

No

If no, please outline how the
project has changed

Unfortunately after working on ShareCare for four months and
struggling to find a co-founder, a lack of a clear business plan and a
couple of unsuccessful bid applications, I have wrapped up ShareCare
for the time being.
Within the four months, I carried out thorough research in Tower
Hamlets to check the need and feasibility of my solution. The research
only affirmed my belief in the strong need, however, it weakened my
confidence in my solution. The solution I came to ended up being one
I didn't think was feasible for me or financially sustainable. I did apply
for bids along with the Bromley by Bow Community Centre which
would have given me time to trial and test ShareCare, however I was
unsuccessful in obtaining these.
I have also gained valuable information about an important social
problem which I intend to combine into a research report and blog
post. I hope that at some point in the future I will be able to take up
ShareCare again in a different form and hopefully with others! It's a
problem that I care strongly about and I certainly won't forget.

Can you describe and/or
demonstrate the specific impact
that TFN funding has had against
your initial objectives?

Please see above

What portion of the project did
TFN fund?

100

How many direct beneficiaries
did the TFN funded project
reach?

0

How many indirect beneficiaries
did the TFN funded project
reach?

0

Were you able to leverage
further funding as a result of TFN
support?

No

Did you receive any pro-bono
support, volunteer offers or
introductions as a result of the

Yes - A number of generous people gave me great contacts. These
contacts opened me up to an array of possibilities, more contacts and
methods.
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TFN Impact Report
event?
How important was TFN funding
in helping you achieve your
objectives?

We wouldn't have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN
funding

Has the training you received
from TFN better prepared you in
pitching your organisation to
potential funders?

Yes

Has TFN increased your capacity
to raise further funds?

Yes

Since presenting at TFN, has your
organisation undergone any
other significant changes?

London

Do you have any other
comments or feedback on the
experience of the TFN process?
Can you tell us any personal
stories to highlight the value of
the project?

The Funding Network

Call Ms Ayshah Rachael Aziz for details - 7805311960
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